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Singing "Hot Cross Buns" is a lot more fun when your kids can play along. An exclusive all-in-one

keyboard and music book will entertain them for hours as they easily learn the words and notes to

their favorite songs. The keyboard is numbered to correspond with the notes in the music. And

these quality keys resonate through a mounted high-quality speaker for superior musical tones than

ordinary electronic keyboards. The colorful book includes 12 favorites including "Yankee Doodle,"

"It&#x92;s Raining, It&#x92;s Pouring," and "Pat-A-Cake." Kids just choose a song and press the

keys that match the numbered notes above each word. Youngsters from age three will use this

innovative entertainment system for years to come.
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I wanted to write this in response to JsMommy's comment about this book's ability to teach you to

play piano. I had a book like this when I was first learning how to read. I had no musical background

or even access to musical instruments, but I caught on to it pretty quickly. I loved that book so

much, that I have been scouring the internet searching for something like it to get for the little ones

in my family.This book will not teach your child to play piano, but it will certainly foster interest in a

child with unknown musical talents. Furthermore, it has been proven that pairing musical notes with

colors, as this book does, can help a child attain perfect pitch.I went from having little to no interest

in music as a child to being a music educator. I would recommend this book for any child. It's a fun

way to pick up familiar children's songs. You may also discover if you have the next Mozart in your

family. :)



This is such a cute little piano book. My son loves it. He sings along to all the songs even though he

can't read the book and pretends to play what he can. Eventually he may be able to play them

correctly, but he loves just spending time playing the keys and hearing himself sing. I'd highly

recommend this to anyone with a toddler.

Book has a small but good selection of songs. My grandson is very musical but this book will not

keep his attention. The keyboard is numbered and color coded so that you can play the song as

instructed on the page. This one does not do that. It plays the entire song after pushing just the first

key. Would not recommend this product.

My daughter received this as a gift when her little brother was born over a year ago and it is still one

of her favorites. It is easy for little ones to figure out, and they feel very proud when they play each

song "all by myself." Younger toddlers will have fun just pressing the keys. Highly recommend!

My 4 year old absolutely loves this piano book. It has challenged her to focus on colors and patterns

and is so proud of herself every time she learns the song. This is kind of hard for even me to follow

sometimes so I give her props! You have to get this knowing it's not going to teach your kid how to

play the piano or anything.. but would someone really expect that?!

Today, while cleaning out a box, I found a page, with keyboard, of this book. We have had it for

years. My middle school grandchildren jumped on it when they saw it. We all love this book. The

kids used to see who could memorize how to play the most songs. The one we had was very sturdy

and after at least 10 years still has the same battery. It is fun, durable and has broad age range

appeal. I am buying a new one for a seven yr old grandchild.

This book/toy was recommended to me by a piano teacher as the first step towards actually playing

a real piano. My son enjoys practicing the songs, and I think the benefit is learning to "follow" a

song, but the only reason I wouldn't give it 5 stars is because the sound is still a long way off the the

sound of a true instrument. It is no substitute for a real piano, but it is a great low-cost way to see if

your child shows interest in playing an instrument and the practice it takes to play a satisfying

rendition of the song.



I liked the selection of songs in this piano book. Wanted to buy a new one, but only was able to see

similar product with different selection of songs.Thus I had to buy a used one, which was OK for

home use, but not for gift, due to multiple wears. This is why I rated three, not five stars.
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